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AssrRAcr
High-resolution TEM imaging of antigorite requires extreme care to minimize beam
damageby using low-doseproceduresfor the setup and recording of images.Interpretation
of fine image detail is possible only if the crystal is well aligned along its [010] zone axis,
has not sufferedmuch beam damage,and is thinner than about 15 nm. The high resolution
achieved demonstratesthat the conspicuous (100) fringe, observed in experimental but
not in simulated images, correspondsto the antigorite hal{:wave reversal containing the
six-membered rings of tetrahedra and not the one containing the eight-memberedrings,
as proposed previously.
Four types of microstructuresoccur in the antigorite studied: polysomatic variations in
wavelength,produced by the addition or removal of lizardite modules; dislocations,where
two antigorite waves merge into a single one, possibly with lizardite inserted where the
wavelength becomesvery long; a-glide twins, whose formation mechanism is probably
due to attachment of a Mg cation to the wrong basal anion triad of an octahedron during
nucleation of a new Mg octahedral sheet;and (100) offsets,where the wave reversalsare
shifted along *a or -a in stepsof usually one, but occasionallymore, lizardite modules,
implying the occurrenceof a singletalc-like unit (+a shift) or a brucite-like unit (-a shift).
-c. The eight-membered reversal has alternating fourand
eight-memberedrings of tetrahedra.
The serpentinemineral antigorite has an unusual strucThe
variability of the a lattice parameter of antigorite
ture that allows considerable variation of the a lattice
parameter, effectively making the model antigorite de- may be describedby considering the mineral as a polyscribedby Kunze (1956, 1958, 1961)one ofmany pos- somatic series,consistingof three modules (Fig. 2): lizarsible antigorite structures.Additional forms are possible dite modules, eight-membered modules, and six-memby variable stacking of the antigorite layers in the c di- bered modules (Spinnler, 1985). A unit cell contains a
rection. Severalvariations in structure were demonstrat- number of lizardite modules (each correspondingto one
ed (Spinnler,1985;Livi and Veblen,1987;Melliniet a1., half of a lizardite unit cell), one eight-memberedmodule
1987),but the proposedstructural mechanismscould not (around the eight-memberedreversal)and one six-membe demonstrated directly, becauseof the limited resolu- bered module (around the six-membered reversal). The
tion of the transmission electron microscopes used. In polysomatic seriesis constructedby varying the number
this study, an antigorite specimen studied by Spinnler of lizardite modules. Different polysomes may also be
(1985) was reinvestigatedto resolve the structural mech- constructed by changing the distribution ofthe lizardite
modules between the two half-waves, although strong
anisms directly.
asymmetriesare unlikely to occur.
The following summarizes the microstructures found
Pnrvrous wonx
in antigoriteby Spinnler (1985).HRTEM imagesof anKunze (1956, 1958, l96l) concludedfrom (h}t) data tigorite commonly display wavy (001) fringes that reflect
that the antigorite structure (Fig. l) consists of a double the wave structure of the antigorite layers. In many imhalf-wave that is made up of a sheetof Mg octahedra(the agesthese fringes are discontinuous at the structural reO sheet), with attached sheets of Si tetrahedra (the T versals.In addition to the wavy (001) fringes,the HRTEM
sheets).The latter are always found on the inside of the images showed pronounced (100) fringes. The repeat of
half-waves. Reversalsof direction of the apical O atoms these (100) fringes is equivalent to the full wavelength
in the T sheetsoccur every half wavelength. Two types (i.e., the whole unit cell), implying that only one type of
of reversal boundaries alternate. The six-membered re- reversal shows up in the image, whereasthe other reverversal (Spinnler, 1985) consistsof a six-memberedring sal remains indistinct. The latter reversalwas also the site
with three tetrahedra having apical O atoms pointing along where beam damageis more severethan elsewherein the
*c and, on the opposite side of the reversal, the other structure, giving dark (100) fringes alternating with stripes
three tetrahedrahave their apical O atoms pointing along of beam damage. Becauseof insufficient detail in the
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Fig. 1. The structureof antigorite(modifiedfrom Spinnler,
separated
by the six1985),showingthealternatinghalf-waves,
reversals.
The unit cell is outmemberedand eight-membered
lined.
HRTEM images,it could not be determined which of the
two types ofreversal produced the fringes and which one
damagedso easily, but it was arguedthat the (100) fringe
most likely occuffed at the eight-memberedreversal and
the beam damage at the six-membered reversal. Some
(100) fringes were found to terminate, producing a dislocation, where two antigorite waves merge into a single
one.
The effects of the polysomatism were visible in the
HRTEM imagesas wavelengthchanges.In some crystals
the variations were quite noticeable, with alternating
regionson the order of 30 nm wide, where the antigorite
wavelength varies by more than a factor of two (e.g.,
Spinnler, 1985, his Fig. I-31). Within the accuracyof
measurement,the unit of changebetweendifferent wavelengths was found to be the width of a lizardite module
(0.27 nm), consistentwith the polysomatic model for the
antigorite structure.
Two types of structural defectsfor the c direction were
found: (001) twins and (100) fringe offsets. The twins,
which are common in many of the antigorite crystals,
causea reversalofthe stackingangle (B) in the antigorite.
In addition, they display a shift ofthe dark (100) fringe

lizardite
modules

lizardite
modules

Fig.2. Antigorite as a polysomatic series,showing the three
types of modules: lizardite modules, the six-memberedmodule,
and the eight-memberedmodule (after Spinnler, 1985). Legend
for the atoms as in Fig. l.

Fig. 3. A typical [010] diffractionpatternof the antigorite
studied,disptayingoffsetsbetweenrows of satelliteswhosedirectionr deviatesfrom a*. The averageaparameterapparentin
the patternis 4.6 nm (14 lizarditemodules).
by a/2 across the twin boundary (an a-glide operation,
hencethe name a-glide twins). With this type of twin, the
senseof curvature of the antigorite half-waves remains
the same acrossthe twin boundary, producing a close fit.
Where many twins occur repeatedly,the antigorite takes
on a checkerboardlike pattern (Spinnler, 1985, his Fig.
I-24).
The (100) fringes in many crystals showed deviations
from the proper c direction. In some casesthe fringes
were found to have offsets,which were presumedto be a
single lizardite module wide. In other casesno ofsets
were visible, but the (100) fringeschangeddirection without any apparent cause,producing wobbles.
Together with the twins, the offsets and wobbles produce a deviation betweenthe efective, overall c direction
of the crystal and the c axis of the individual unit cells.
This deviation is noticeablein diffraction patterns ofthe
antigorite. Thesepatterns display linear groups ofclosely
spaceddiffractions (Fig. 3). Each group reflects rhelizardite sublattice, whereas the spacing of the diffractions
within the groups reflects the large a dimension of the
antigorite. For a perfect antigorite crystal, the groups of
diffractions are aligned. For crystals that have twins or
offsets,the groups ofdiffractions no longer align and can
be rotated by up to 15'(Fie. 3).
ExpnnnrtNTAL TEcHNreuE
The antigorite specimen studied (referred to as AntigMTO by Spinnler, 1985) was collected in the western
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Italian Alps near Sestrierefrom an ophiolitic serpentinite,
which underwent polyphase metamorphism, initially in
the low-grade blueschist facies, followed by low-grade
greenschistfacies.It is not known whether the antigorite
formed during the blueschist or the greenschistphase.
The specimen consists entirely of antigorite. In hand
specimen,it appearsas a single crystal, having a bladed
habit with prominent striations parallel to b. TEM analysis showed,however,that the specimenconsistsof many
smaller grains, with the largestbeing about I pm thick (c
direction) and 20 pm long (a direction). Many crystals
show a preferred orientation, with b to within 15" of the
perpendicular of the foil. The TEM specimen was preparedby ion milling a sampleselectedfrom a petrographic thin section. It was C-coatedto prevent charging.
HRTEM imageswere made on a Philips CM3O-Twin,
operated at 300 kV with a point resolution of 0.23 nm.
The coma-freealignmentmethod (Znmlln, 1979)was used
to align the objective lens with an accuracyofabout 0.1
mrad. The effects of beam tilt, which can have pronouncedeffectson the HRTEM images(Smith et al., 1983;
Selfet al., 1985),were thereforeavoided.
Antigorite, like the other serpentineminerals, damages
rapidly in the electronbeam (Yada, 1979;Vebten, 1980;
Spinnler, 1985).Extensivebeam damageoccursafter only
a few seconds of exposure to the high-intensity beam
needed for high-resolution imaging. To minimize the
damage,the low-dose mode of the CM30 was essential.
With this mode, high-intensityillumination was usedonly
during the actual photographic exposure,whereasfocusing was done at much lower intensity using a Gatan 622
TV camerawith image intensifier. A further reduction in
beam damagewas achieved by recording the imagesat a
magnificationof about 250000x, which decreasesthe
electron dose neededfor photography by a factor offour
in comparison with a more normal HRTEM magnification of 500 000 x . In many imagesthe antigorite crystals
proved to be slightly tilted offthe [0 l0] zone axis because
of the difficulty of aligning the small and often bent crystals while keeping the electron dose on the specimento a
minimum. Nevertheless,theseimagesin many casesstill
yield valuableinformation.
HRTEM

IMAGE sIMULATIoNS

Image simulations were made on the basis of the halfwave model of Kunze (1956, 1958, 196l), with atom
positionsgiven by Spinnler (1985, his Appendix B). Mg
and octahedralanion positionsin the right-hand half-wave
were correctedfor the erroneousshift by b/2 in Spinnler
(1985).This error involvesa shift parallelto the HRTEM
viewing direction [010] and therefore does not affect earlier results.The real-spacemethod (Van Dyck and Coene,
1984;Coeneand Van Dyck, 1984a,1984b)was usedfor
the image simulations. Microscope parametersusedwere
acceleratingvoltage of 300 kV, C" : 2.0 mm, defocus
spread: 7 nm, beam divergence: 0.5 mrad, objective
aperture: 7.1 nm t.
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The simulations were performed for a range of specimen thicknesses.It was found that above approximately
l5-nm thicknessthe imagesbecomevery complex and
poor in contrast. Together with additional complications
introduced by crystal tilt and beam damage,the thickness
effect makes it impossible to interpret fine detail in imagesfrom areasthicker than l5 nm.
Distinctive (100) fringes are usually absent in the simulated images.The contrast of such fringes, where present, is always considerablylesspronouncedthan that observed in the experimental images. This discrepancy
between experimental and simulated images may be related to the incoherentimaging contribution to suchlongperiod featuresas the (100) fringes,which is not accounted for by coherent imaging theory.
For a range of focus settingsthe simulated images for
thin areasdisplay wavy lines of dots, alternatingly white
and black (Fig. a). For many of the simulated images,the
lines of black dots roughly reflect the Mg and Si atom
positions. The white dots are usually located near the
empty tunnels between the Mg octahedraand the Si tetrahedra. A line ofnarrow tunnels occurs betweenthe top
of the Si tetrahedral sheet (top and bottom here refer to
the left-handhalfofthe unit cell, cf. Fig. l) and the bottom of the Mg octahedral sheet,i.e., the common junction ofthe tetrahedraland octahedralsheets.The contrast
of this tunnel is generally lower than that of the wider
tunnels, which occur in the interlayer region.
The white dots in the images form dumbbells across
the Si tetrahedral sheetwhose long axis is inclined to the
c axis (Figs. 4, 5). The angle of inclination lies in the
complementof the B angle,i.e., between*c and -a (in
lizardite this is the [T0l] direction, but in antigorite with
its long and variable a axis such a notation becomesimpossible).The dumbbells impart a pronounceddirectionality to the image, which allows a definitive determination of the crystallographicaxesin the experimentalimage.
Measuring the B angle is inconclusive in many instances
becauseof its small deviation from 90'.
Improper crystal orientation away from the [010] zone
producesa loss in resolution. If the crystal is tilted toward
the a axis, the distinction between the individual white
and black dots is lost, whereasthe white dots of the wider
tunnels remain visible up to higher tilt angles.The overall
contrast in the two half-wavesalso becomesasymmetric.
Such images are prominent in examples given by Yada
(1979).If the tilt is toward the c axis,then the distinctive
alternation of white dots and black dots is lost and is
replacedby predominantly (002) and (fr00) fringes (where
ft is equal to the number of lizardite modules plus three
for the reversals).Crystal tilts can also result in a replacement of the regular waves of the layers by straight segments alternating with more abrupt waves.
Ilrlcn

MATCHTNG

A number of experimental images, such as Figure 5,
clearly show the wavy layersofcontinuous black dots and
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Fig. 4. Through-focus seriesof simulated images for specimenthicknessesof 6, 12, and 18 nm. Many of the images at 6 nm
thick show dumbbells of white dots inclined to the left. The images at 12 and 18 nm are already complicated, making it nearly
impossible to match simulated and experimental imagesfor thicknessesof more than l5 nm.

of discontinuous white dots as well as the dumbbells,
although reversalsdo not align everywherebecauseof the
variation ofthe a repeatand the occurrenceof(100) offsetsin the experimental image. The senseof inclination
of the dumbbells, the B angle,and the waves match closely with the simulated images. To obtain this match, it
was necessaryto deviate from the location of the sixmembered and eight-membered reversals proposed by
Spinnler(1985).Imagecomparisonclearlyshowsthat the
six-membered reversal coincides with the (100) fringe,
whereasthe eight-memberedreversaloccursin the region
more easily damaged by the beam. The high resolution
obtained in the presentstudy provides sufficient detail to

allow a direct determination of the location of the reversals,in contrast to the earlier study (Spinnler, 1985).
Noise and beam damagepreclude the determination of
finer detail, such as the structure of the reversals.Yada
(1979)usedimageprocessingmethodsto yield an average
structurewith much more detail than the raw experimental image. However, image processingis not recommended in HRTEM imaging, sincethe results of such methods
are basedon unverifiable assumptions.The use of image
processing on the antigorite, with its highly variable
wavelength and (100) offsets,would produce a near-perfect image without physical basis, since the image is an
averageof a seriesof different structures.
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Fig. 5. Match betweenan experimental and a simulated image. Both experimental and simulated images show the same wavy
layers of black dots (one layer more continuous than the other) and white dots. The inclination direction of the pairs of white dots,
looking like dumbbells, the B angle, and the curvature of the waves are matched only if the six-memberedreversal occurs at the
position ofthe (100) fringe.

ExpBnrunNTAL oBsERvATroNS
Polysomatism

parent. The corrugation of the antigorite structure may
originate from the misfit betweenthe octahedraland tetrahedral sheets(Bailey, 1984), with the wavelength determined by the degreeof misfit. Changesin composition,
such as substitution of Al for Si (enlarging the T sheet)
or substitution of Fe3* for Mg (decreasingthe O sheet)
could lead to smaller misfits and increasedwavelengths.
This hypothesiscould not be testedby chemical analysis
of regions with diferent wavelength, becausechemical
changesdue to beam damage,measured from two consecutive 30-s X-ray spectraof the same area, yielded far
greater differencesin Mg and Fe (up to 20o/odecreaseof
both Mg and Fe relative to Si, which remains roughly
constant) than different areas (less than 50/o).Variations
of Al content can be discounted, however, becausethe
antigorite does not contain any Al.

Changesin wavelength are so pervasive in the antigorite studied that areas where adjacent waves have the
same polysomatic structure and some continuity in the c
direction are uncommon. Changesin wavelengthsare obvious at lower magnifications from the spacingsof (100)
fringes. In some crystals the distribution of the wavelengths occurs in waves, producing an accordionlike texture (Fig. 6; cf., also Spinnler, 1985,his Fig. I-31).
The pattern of white dots (Figs. 5, 7, 8) in higher-magniflcation images makes it possible to count lizardite
modules in a single wave, i.e., the number of white dots
frorn one (100) fringe to the next with three subtracted
for the reversalmodules (one for the six-memberedmodule, two for the eight-memberedmodule). Even in images
where the white dots are indistinct, it usually is still possible to count lizardite modules from the (100) fringes, Modulation dislocations
which have the same spacingas the white dots.
Occasionally antigorite waves are found to terminate
The total span of polysomes observed varies from a at modulation dislocations (Figs. 7, 8). Many of these
minimum of 3 nm with eight lizardite modules to ones dislocations are associatedwith extreme casesof (100)
well over l0 nm wide with more than 40 lizardite mod- offsetsand wavelengthvariations. Some occur in pairs of
ules. The most abundant polysomes are in the range of opposite sign (Fig. 7), with a strongly distorted structure
13 to 25 lizardite modules. Even and odd numbers are between them.
equally common. Polysomeswith fewer than ten or more
The internal structure of the modulation dislocations
than 30 lizardite modules are observed only near mod- remains unclear, becausethey were found only in thicker
ulation dislocations (Fie. 7).
specimen areas, where image contrast cannot be interThe origin of the variability in wavelength is not ap- preted. The image of one dislocation in a thinner area
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0.2pm
Fig. 6. Lower-magnification image ofantigorite, showing pronouncedwavelengthchanges(accordionlikeefect) as well as abundant (001) twins, some of which show irregular terminations within the antigorite (arrows).

(Fig. 8) suggeststhat in some casesthe extreme wavelength changesmay be related to the insertion of a stack
of flat lizardite layers that disappearswhere the modulations have fewer than about 30 lizardite modules. This
interpretation is tentative becausestraight segments,instead of corrugatedlayers, are observed in the same imagebecauseof crystal tilt.
Twins
The twin operation in antigorite can be describedby a
(001) minor in combination with a shift of a/2, i.e., an
a-glideoperation(Spinnler,1985).This combinationensuresthat the antigorite half-wavesremain in phaseacross
the twin boundary and that the six-memberedand eight-

Fig. 7. HRTEM image of antigorite showingtwo modulation
dislocations(arrows)ofopposite sign. Both causerather extreme
changesin wavelength (16 to 35 lizardite modules for the lefthand dislocation, 5 to 20 lizardite modules for the right-hand
one). They are also associated with abundant (100) offsets.
Whereasthe (100) fringe left of the left-hand dislocation is almost straight, the fringe to the right has on averageone offset
per three layers.The internal structure ofthe dislocationscannot
be determined becauseof specimenthickness.
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membered reversalsswitch position, as observed in the
experimental images (Fig. 9).
The occurrenceof twins is variable. Somecrystalscontain no twins, whereas adjacent grains are twinned frequently, with unintemrpted stackingsequenceslimited to
10-20 nm. Strongly disorderedstackingis common, with
an a-glide operating every few c periodicities. In extreme
cases,twins occur every unit cell, resultingin a two-layer
polytype,but this type of structureis not common.
Twins are detected easily at lower magrification, especially if the antigorite [010] direction is not perfectly
parallel to the beam. In such low-magnification images,
it is apparent that not all twin domains are continuous
acrossthe full length of the crystal and that some have
terminationsparallelto (100) (Figs.6, 9).
Although difficult to resolve directly, a twin-boundary
model may be constructed on the basis of the ideal antigorite structure. A tetrahedral sheetthat is fully extended and with symmetrical six-memberedrings is common
to both twin components.The sheetof Mg octahedrahas

+

Fig. 8. Straight lines of white dots below a modulation dislocation in a thinner areasuggestthat part ofthe changein wavelength is relieved by the insertion of flat lizardite layers.Caution
is necessary,however, becausethe antigorite itself also shows
apparently straight segments,instead of wavy layers,becauseof
a crystal misalignment. A twin runs through the crystal where
the modulation dislocation occurs. The overall stacking direction deviates between 5 and 10' from the unit-cell c axis, as
shown by the small segmentsof straight (100) fringes (vertical
in the figure; for example, to the righr ofthe dislocation).

Fig. 9. HRTEM image of a large a-glide twin, showing the shift of the ( 100) fringes by z/2. The twin showsan abrupt decrease
of thickness by nine antigorite layers. It contains a thinner twin that is only two layers thick. The antigorite in the center of the
thicker part ofthe twin has a large number of(100) offsets,whereascloser to the twin boundariesthe structure is more regular, as
shown by straight (100) fringes.
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a pronounced directionality, with the lower anion triad
of the octahedra pointing toward -a (Fig. l0). It is the
Mg octahedral sheetstherefore that distinguish the twin
orientation.
The twin may be constructedby applying a (001) mirror to the structure at the Mg plane and shifting itby a/2
(Fig. l0b). The Mg ions will then be above the triads of
anions that point toward the *a direction, as they should
for the twin orientation. A shift of 0.06 nm (about 200/o
Fig. 10. The Mg octahedralsheetseenfrom above,with most
of the top O layer removed. In the ideal structure(a), Mg is
roughly centered above triads (shaded)of anions that point in
the -a direction. (The centeringof the Mg is not perfect in
projection becauseofthe tilting ofthe octahedrain the antigorite
waves.) A (001) mirror plus an a/2 shift produce the twin orientation(b), with Mg now abovetriads pointing in the opposite
direction. A small additional shift of 0.06 nm is needed(c) to
center the Mg layer correctly above the anion triads.
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of the width of a lizardite module) is required to center
the Mg ions on the anion triads to maintain closestpacking (Fig. lOc). The shift is canceled at the next twin
boundary by the reverse twin operation. The shift was
not detectedin the images,possiblybecauseit is too small.
The origin of the a-glide twin is based on the distinction between the two tilt orientations of the Ms octahedra. which is relatedto the direction in which ihe basal
anion triad of the Mg octahedra points. If, during the
growth of antigorite, the first Mg cation of a new octahedral sheetattachesto the apical O atoms ofa Si tetrahedral sheetin the wrong triad, other Mg cations attaching to adjacent triads would follow the pattern, thereby
creatinga twin. Starting growth of a new octahedralsheet
from multiple nuclei leads to the two twin orientations
growing toward each other in a single sheet, producing
(100) twin terminations, as observedin the experimental
images(Fig. 6).
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Fringe offsets
Lateral shifts betweenadjacentlayersand variations in
wavelength are common in the antigorite. Both are accommodated by lateral shifts of the reversalsin the structure. Where a singlereversalshifts sideways,one unit cell
increasesits wavelength at the expenseof the adjacent
unit cell. Where all reversalsin a layer are shifted sideways together,the whole layer is shifted along *a or -a,
but no changesin wavelength are incurred. In that case,
(100) fringes are seento wobble. The wobbles described
by Spinnler (1985) are most likely not a separatephenomenon but simply abundant (100) fringe offsets,where
the fringe itselfis too indistinct to allow direct observation of the wobblemechanism.
The lateral shifts are observed as offsets of the 000)
fringe that marks the position of the six-membered reversal (Fig. I l). The eight-membered reversal must be
shifted too but is not resolved in the HRTEM images.
The (100) fringe offsets produce an efective c direction
that differs from the c axis of the individual unit cells,
thereby causingthe rotation ofthe groups ofdiffractions
in the diffraction pattern (Fig. 3). High offset densities
producelarger angulardeviations from the unit-cell c axis.
Viewing images with (100) offsets at a small angle to
the page parallel to the unit-cell c axis shows that only
the position of the six-membered module is affected by
the offsets.The (&00) fringes, located between the (100)
fringes,are straight, implying that the width of the offsets

Fig. I l. HRTEM image of antigorite showing abundant offsets where the six-membered reversalsare displaced by one lizardite module relative to the same reversal in the under- or
overlying unit cell. The offsets are best visible when looking
along c at a low angle to the page. lf the stacking were perfect,
the broad (100) fringesof the six-memberedreversalswould be
parallel to the thinner (ft00) fringes adjacent to them. Instead
the six-memberedreversalsgo offat an angleof about 5" to the
normal stacking angle (parallel to the vertical direction in the
micrograph).

-a

aooo
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Fig. 12. Projection of the part of the antigorite structure
around the six-memberedreversalsfor two directions of offsets.
(a) Offsets in the *a direction lead to the occupation of both
tetrahedralsiteson opposite sidesofthe O sheet(a talcJike unit
in the box betweenthe reversals),whereasoffsetsparallel to -a
(b) lead to the presenceof a vacant tetrahedral site (a brucitelike unit). The vertical lines mark the reversals.Legend for the
atoms as in Fig. 1.
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is an integral number of lizardite modules. Ofsets wider
than one lizardite module were observedbut are rare.
Offsets parallel to +a are expectedto be energetically
different from those parallel to -a. Thus the structure
would tend to staggerin one direction. For a shift in the
*a direction, an additional tetrahedral site is occupied
(Fig. l2a), which correspondsto the presenceof one T-O-T
(talcJike) unit in the T-O structure of antigorite. A -a
shift resultsin a vacant tetrahedralsite and thus a brucitelike unit (O structure) is inserted. Wherever determined,
the talcJike unit (+a direction) offset was predominant.
The origin of the (100) fringe wobbles and offsets is
unclear. A chemical origin is unlikely, becausethe effect
for one reversal (e.9.,a talclike unit with one additional
Si tetrahedron) is canceledby the formation of a brucitelike unit at the other type of reversal. Crystallographic
constraints probably limit offsets to a single lizardite
module, becauseoffsetting the reversalstoo far in adjacent layers would make it difficult for the waves to fit
together.
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